President Speaks at Leadership Weekend

By Adam Ostanowski
News Editor

Addressing a crowd of more than 100 student leaders at the 17th annual Leadership Weekend, Baruch President Edward Regan responded to the recent controversy surrounding the resignation of Black and Hispanic Studies Department Chair Arthur Lewin.

Regan failed to address the resignation of Lewin, but mentioned the recent resignation on another professor of the same department. "She resigned against my urging," said Regan, referring to Professor Martha Vega. Lewin recently told The Ticker that the president asked for his resignation for reasons which he could not disclose. He did say, however, that he did not believe the reasons that were presented to him.

In response to student concerns about the future of the department, Regan indicated that all three attempts to meet with the department's remaining three professors were unsuccessful. According to Lewin, the president cancelled all three meetings.

Regan expects that Baruch will continue to improve in every way. He noted that the SAT scores of incoming freshmen, as well as starting salaries for Baruch graduates are on the rise. Regan sees Baruch continuing along "on the same trajectory we are on now.

Regan announced plans to solve Baruch's infamous problem: a lacking sense of community and campus atmosphere. "We are recruiting [three competing student teams] from the City College Urban Architecture Department for a competition for finding the best way to build a campus environment," said Regan.

With the arrival of the new academic complex and end of the 18th and
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Baruch President Edward Regan speaks to students during a Town Meeting at the 17th annual Leadership Weekend, held in Pawling, NY. Regan commented on a variety of issues. (photo/ Hubert Reyes)

Les Ed聽By Vanessa Witenko
News Editor

Baruch has acquired more space, and questions have been raised to the proper allocation of space, and the true purposes of the allocated space.

A new leased building will be located at 137 E 25 ST., West of the William and Anita Newman Library. The building is an addition to site B (the new building across the street from the Newman Library). Construction of 137 E 25 ST. building is expected to begin in December, and the first and third floors are scheduled to open in Spring 2001.

The building consists of nine floors, which will be leased; however, the second and fourth floor have not been leased to Baruch. Amongst the nine floors will be a Health Center, Information Center, Office for International Students, and additional conference rooms.

The first floor will be the permanent location of the Information Center and the Health Center. The Information Center offers forms from the different offices at Baruch. In addition, the Information Center will process these forms. Such forms include add/drop, change of address, and petition for graduation. This will eliminate the problems of students going back and forth from office to office. The Information Center is being started by Jim Murphy, Director of Admissions and Financial Aid.

Currently there is the Information Desk in the lobby of the Newman Library, which handles the tasks.

The question was raised as to why the Information Desk needs to be moved into a separate building, and called the Information Center. According to Murphy the current location raises problems for students.

"The location for the information desk has terrible acoustics. This raises privacy issues, because when conversing at the information desk one must continuously raise their voice in order to be heard," said Murphy.

Not all agree with Murphy's reasoning. "I have no difficulty hearing students, it's the library [where] most students speak low," said Mildred Castillo, Information Desk coordinator.

Castillo does not believe the questions asked need privacy. The majority of questions that the Information Desk answers concern deadlines and requirements. "If I notice the topic is becoming more personal I will direct them upstairs where they can speak to someone confidentially," said Castillo.

Vice-President Sam Johnson agrees with Castillo's reasoning. "As a general information center, privacy is not needed," said Johnson. Privacy only becomes an issue when the discussion is about financial records.

The purpose of the information center is to prevent students from running around to different offices, however placing the information center in another building, where students would not normally pass through, creates another stop for students.

"The current location is good, because there is a lot of traffic here," said Castillo. Students who enter the building must pass the Information Desk. It is more convenient for students. The Information Desk can easily direct the students upstairs to the correct office, and if there is a problem, the desk is in a convenient enough location for the students to return for further direction and information.

The expected Information Center in 137 E 25 ST. building will have four offices and two telemarketing rooms. The occupancy of the offices still need to be determined, but are expected to be initially distributed among Admissions and Financial Aid.

One telemarketing room will be available.
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The front entrance of the new leased building at 137 E 25 St. While the added space of the new building is welcomed, issues concerning what offices will occupy the building have been raised. (photo/Vanessa Witenko)
1. **Site of new Health care center located at the end of the new building.**

2. **Although it will be the Information Center the blueprints suggest it will become the Admissions Office located at the front of the building.**

3. **This section of the third floor will be used by the Office of International Students.**

4. **The conference rooms located on this floor as well as on the 3, 8 and 10 floors will be used as conference rooms for the first two years. If they go unused they may become offices.**

5. **The third floor has been allocated to the office of International Students.**

6. **CUNY College and based on the budget each college is given the budget for each CUNY College and based on the budget each school gets certain admission criteria, which helps determine the number of students entering the college.**

7. **Students recommended changes in floor plans.**


**STD Awareness: Free Condoms for Students**

By Arianne Lewin

Cooperstown Writer

On Thursday, November 2nd, the most well-dressed audience for dance here at Baruch College, the Samba Society, was the popular Latin dance Nigerian performance, Grupo Saveiro. The event, which took place in room 1422 of the 360 PAS building, drew at least a hundred students. Many of them were dancing, keeping time with the 50+ beat of the music as the band played the lead. As the performance continued, students moved around the room, socializing and enjoying the music.

Samba is a dance that originated in Brazil and is known for its fast-paced rhythm and intricate footwork. The group that performed at Baruch College is known as Grupo Saveiro. The name Saveiro comes from the Portuguese word for sailboat, which is appropriate for the group's style of dancing. The dancers wore colorful costumes and moved in unison, creating a visually stunning performance.

The Samba Society, which is one of the many student organizations at Baruch College, is known for its dynamic performances. The group has been performing regularly for the past year, with during the past few months, they have performed at various events, including the New York City Salsa Festival and the Latin American Festival. The group is also known for its community outreach efforts, including its annual Condom Day, which is held to raise awareness about the importance of safe sex.

The Samba Society is just one of the many student organizations at Baruch College that are dedicated to promoting cultural awareness and community service. Other organizations include the Afro-Caribbean Student Association, the Asian Student Association, and the Jewish Student Union. These organizations offer a variety of programs and events, including cultural celebrations, educational workshops, and community service projects.

The Samba Society's performance is just one example of the many ways that Baruch College students are able to engage with diverse cultures and communities. The college is known for its diversity and commitment to multiculturalism, and it offers a wide range of programs and resources to support students' cultural and academic growth.

---

**Mini Health Fair**

November 14th: Information Day
15th: Vision Screenings
16th: Vision & Hearing Screenings

Great American Smokeout

(Come learnable and find out about being smoke-free)

Free Blood Pressure Screenings are also available

Library Building
151 E. 25th Street (lobby)
12pm - 5pm

---

**STD Awareness Month**

November is STD Awareness Month. With the help of the Office of Student Life, the Health Center will try to spread safe sex awareness throughout the month. The program is funded by the Office of Student Life, and the Health Center is promoting the program to students through various events and activities. This month, there are more than enough activities for students to participate in, and we encourage everyone to get involved.

---

**Saveiro**

Grupo Saveiro performed last week at the school as part of the Dance Connections program. (Photo by Arianne Lewin)
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Cooperstown Writer
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President Regan Addresses Student Issues

Continued From Front

Regan offered the economic incentives to the students who are trying to build their careers (some students may be able to do this by joining a smaller company or a more competitive university). The students who want to pursue their degrees in a non-traditional way are encouraged to seek alternative careers. Regan also stressed the importance of engineering and technology programs in order to prepare students for the future. These programs are essential in order to keep up with the demand for skilled workers.

The Honors College

The Honors College is a program that provides an opportunity for students to study and work in a more challenging environment. The Honors College is currently accepting students for the fall semester. Interested students are encouraged to apply as soon as possible.

The CUNY 2000-2004 Master Plan

The CUNY 2000-2004 Master Plan is the blueprint for the future of the CUNY system. The Master Plan is designed to address the needs of students and faculty while providing a framework for the university's continued growth.

Key Elements of the 2000-2004 Master Plan

- Support for academic programs and facilities
- Increased resources for faculty salaries and student scholarships
- Enhanced technology infrastructure
- Expansion of research and development programs
- Improved student services and support

The Master Plan is a comprehensive plan that addresses the needs of all members of the CUNY community. The plan is designed to ensure that the university remains competitive in today's global economy.

The CUNY Trustee Board

The CUNY Trustee Board is responsible for overseeing the administration of the university. The Board is made up of elected and appointed members who are dedicated to the mission of CUNY.

The Board of Trustees meets regularly to discuss important issues affecting the university. The Board is committed to ensuring that CUNY remains a premier institution of higher education.

The President and the Chancellor

The President and the Chancellor are responsible for the overall administration of the university. The President is the chief executive officer of the university, while the Chancellor is the chief academic officer.

The Chancellor is responsible for the development and implementation of the CUNY 2000-2004 Master Plan. The Chancellor works closely with the Board of Trustees and the President to ensure that the university remains a leader in higher education.

The CUNY 2000-2004 Master Plan is an important document that will guide the university for the next decade. The plan is designed to ensure that CUNY remains a premier institution of higher education and a leader in the world of higher education.
Introducing 2-way text messaging, Free and unlimited through February 2001.

For a limited time, get a $50 mail-in rebate with the purchase of the featured Nokia 8260 wireless phone.

$50

### The Roving Reporter

**You think it, We write it, You read it.**

**By Cellae Ruben-Salama**

**Election 2000 has taught us that really is stranger than fiction.**

In Wisconsin, a real woman was elected, the First Lady. However, it seems that the First Lady was not the real one! The First Lady in Wisconsin was the Wisconsin woman president (at press time).

Recently, Bill joked that Ralph North would occupy the Oval Office, wear pop fly and <bleed>WI>W<bleed> where prohibited. **Nokia mail-in rebate expires**.

**Subject to terms of Wireless service agreement and calling plan brochures**

Wireless service activation with AT&T

With a minimum message length of 100 characters, which includes the e-mail address. Billing will automatically begin on March 1, 2001. Based on the AT&T Text Messaging plan, you choose:

- An unlimited plan for $20 per month

Everything is in Black and White.

- A general message plan for $5

**Nokia mail-in rebate**

For a limited time, get a $50 mail-in rebate with the purchase of the featured Nokia 8260 wireless phone.

**Name: Kellie**

Major: Finance

Senior Status: Junior

Registered, but didn't vote.

Q1: It's a good chance for her to get back at Bill! Hope that some intern eats him before the year is over. Are we there yet? Is a Nader presidency in sight? Let's see what people have to say about the election.

Q2: I didn't vote for her. We just have to wait and see what kind of senator she will prove to be.

Q3: It's a good chance for her to get back at Bill! Her career should take a different direction after this election. What happened to the Cuban-American Florida senator will decide. The Democrats didn't stand a chance, as it looks like Bush will win.

**Name: Anton**

Major: Marketing

Senior Status: Junior

Registered, but didn't vote.

Q1: She will be a good senator. The Clinton name was a plus for her. Although it doesn't decrease her credibility, it would have a political effect negatively.

Q2: The population is evenly distributed between the North East and the rest of the country, as are the Gore and Bush supporters. Although Congress could have done its job, it's a waste of time for the Gore / Bush election.

Q3: I hope that it will be Bush. The Gore / Bush scenario was the best for the law and the game was too small to make a difference in a race.

**Name: Mariah**

Major: Marketing

Senior Status: Junior

Registered, but didn't vote.

Q1: Hillary supports good stuff, the education and healthcare, not sure if that's a plus for her. During the course of the campaign she was criticized for her stand on abortions, and women's right.

Q2: Don't have a clear plan when people are bushing for the empty seat. What happened to the Bush and the people? The vote was to elect the First Lady and to elect the winner of the election. It makes the Bush from Bush / Gore strong.

Q3: It was a good election for the people and Bush did the work. Must remember to vote in the future. Bush and the people did the work.

**Wine and Cheese for Graduate Hour**

By Christine Lau

**Crowdfunding**

While you were doing your homework, guess how many graduate students were working for you last evening of November 9, 2000? They were raising money for a scholarship for students who are currently enrolled in graduate school. In addition to those students, you can contribute to the fund yourself. Donations can be made on a personal level. You can think about anything from sports to music, things that would not be done in the classroom.

As promised in the advertisement for the event, there was a wine and appetizer available. **President of the Graduates Student Assembly, Ralph Dixon, was here to celebrate and introduce us to the people behind the event. The wine table was the most popular item and, in addition to food, the event featured a silent auction.**

Ralph Dixon said that the event was a huge success and that he hopes to continue the tradition in the future.

The next event will be decided on the basis of where the students want to go and on the event proper to order and when to choose the event. The event will be held in the spring of 2000.

**LEADERSHIP WEEKEND FOR BARUCH STUDENT LEADERS:**

**NOVEMBER 3-5**
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In a recent Universum American Undergraduate Survey, business students selected us as their number one employer of choice. We were also named one of the top companies to work for by the 2000 Annual Survey of Accounting Professors. So why is everyone giving us such high marks? Maybe it's our commitment to ongoing training and the challenge of new and exciting projects. Maybe it's the environment that fosters personal and professional growth and development. Or maybe, because when it's all added up, students and professors alike know that we really make the grade.

www.pwcglobal.com
The Unbearable Lightness of Existence

Servings the needs of students is not a motto that Baruch practices. We feel it everyday. We wait twenty minutes for an elevator. We waited one year, after students paid and voted for a Health Center. We continue to wait for our bathrooms to be cleaned. We wait for more psychological counselors as we watch students plummet to their death. We wait on the floor for our next class. We wait in the library with our eyes closed for that is the only location with couches. We wait and we wait and we wait.

We are told to wait for the new building and all of our problems will be solved, however more problems are arising with the new space. Egos are determining the space for students, and not what is in the best interest for them.

Eight additional conference rooms in the new leased building do not serve the Baruch students. An unnecessary Admissions Center does not serve the utilization good for Baruch students. Once admitted, it would be a rare occasion for a Baruch student to see admissions. Appalling leaders will not deceive the truth behind what the administration wants to call the Information Center.

Administration fails to authorize the intelligence of the student body. We are told what will be and never asked if this is what we the students truly need.

Students want a Health Center. This was said through a democratic vote. We voted to charge ourselves ten dollars per semester for a Health Center. We understand the dualism of the mind and body. A healthy body equals a healthy mind. We also understand the aspect of preventative care.

Conveyance is what we want students. Apathy is associated with laziness, and apathy towards one's health is a universal danger.

The administration has determined the Health center should be hidden, placed on 26 St. while Admissions sits in front on 25 St. No students have voted for a new Admissions Center, yet the administration has determined there should be one, creating an inconvenience to reach our Health Center.

If we the students are paying for the existence of the Health Center, the students should determine the location of the Health Center and what facilities should be provided. This is our money and we want say in the allocation of it.

Administration fears the student voice for their ego's will be interrupted—too bad, we want to be heard, and we do not agree with the plans for the new leased building.

Ignorance is bliss, but we must ask for who. Administrators fail to view us as the reason for their existence, but rather commanding us to wait until the 'new building' and all of our problems will be solved.

Our little escapade upstate has given a small group of Baruch leaders, including myself the opportunity to meet Mr. Regan during "Leadership Weekend." A very resourceful and witty old man, I would say. His fragile, elderly figure has proven to be a facade for the tough interior he boastfully assumed.

The reason you have pushed forward was that you needed time to familiarize yourself with the坐es, but all cannot stand in Dr. Arthur Lewin, Black and Hispanic Studies department chair of the Black and Hispanic Studies department chair of the Black and Hispanic Studies to assume the position you are put into; a man with a good resume, recently hired for a job and a plan to fatten Baruch's...s pockets. This difference was given to you because you seem extremely capable for the job. Since the first paragraph was directed at a larger audience, I will carry on using the masculine.

Mr. Regan's position was given to you because you seemed extremely capable for the job. We are told to wait for the new building, dragging along an ailing Black and Hispanic studies department stronger? He said it himself that there was only three professors remaining in the department, including myself the opportunity to meet Mr. Regan during "Leadership Weekend." A very resourceful and witty old man, I would say. His fragile, elderly figure has proven to be a facade for the tough interior he boastfully assumed.

The reason you have pushed forward was that you needed time to familiarize yourself with the situation. America, and the city, and our students, are subjected to a troubled past that no one wants to talk about. We study and discuss everything under the sun's dawn. America, and the city, and our students, are subjected to a troubled past that no one wants to talk about...
Chairman Omali explains that elections are their pocket to gain power. Automatically one would think that if you were to present a white man or woman person out to “kill them all.” On the contrary the white society is organized to change through loud acts of violence that their election is not a revolution. Chairman Omali also explains that the African petty bourgeoisie is inherently and historically a huge house. fancy car. Six-age.

One in every three African men in this country will not show up in the voting poll? They forgot the same thing. Unfortunately, the lives of disadvantaged Lower East Side residents and the rest of the country, the rates of New York’s economy was not business capital of the world, why can we not get enough funding. 1990-91 a budget from all-payers, the insurance industry and hospitals. But the New York City budget has been reduced. There are more than 6 million Muslims given by the AMA and the publicized and ignored. The proceeds from the Fashion Resale Shop are donated. An example of how only certain groups are being used to kill Palestinians in the State of New York, the City of New York is believed to be the world’s leading tourist destination. In the 1990’s, even after exceeding Wall Streets predictions, the market has been reduced. Legg Mason, told CNN that the lack of buyers will be a reason for the market estimated earnings. When you analyze carefully the statistics of the past 30 years, you will see that the stock market has not been very successful in attracting and keeping customers and investors. We enjoy going to the City Opera Thrift Shop. It was successful in attracting and keeping customers and investors. We enjoy going to the City Opera Thrift Shop. It was successful in attracting and keeping customers and investors. We enjoy going to the City Opera Thrift Shop. It was successful in attracting and keeping customers and investors.
The secrets behind the AOL empire are unearthed by our very own Michael Ferrarella. Read up on the “Dangers of AOL.”
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With a small spotlight, ICP has decided to expose it for all it is worth, releasing dual albums to give people a true impression of what they are all about. Along with the release of Twiztid’s “Freek Show,” Psychopathic Records has

**By Dave Martinez**

Halloween marked the day that Psychopathic Records dropped the bomb on the music industry, releasing three new albums on the same date. The Insane Clown Posse’s (ICP) much anticipated dual album along with fellow partners in crime, Twiztid’s new album “Freek Show,” has been the talk of the town for months. With the release of Psychopathic Records, the ICP-run underground music source, released Halloween would be the only appropriate time to get the party started.

For months now, the public has heard both the names of ICP and Twiztid through the endless ruminations of Eminem, the newest multi-platinum selling superstar. Both being from Detroit, the heat had always been there for both hip-hop acts for a long time. As the story goes, once Eminem started getting big, he was asked what he thought of the phenomenon of the Insane Clown Posse, a group that had gone platinum and gold with virtually no advertising and no radio airplay whatsoever. The response was simply that the first time he heard them he thought they were ok, the second time he thought what is this shit, and the third time he heard it, he decided that it was shit. The hatred had grown ever since.
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For months now, the public has heard both the names of ICP and Twiztid through the endless ruminations of Eminem, the newest multi-platinum selling superstar. Both being from Detroit, the heat had always been there for both hip-hop acts for a long time. As the story goes, once Eminem started getting big, he was asked what he thought of the phenomenon of the Insane Clown Posse, a group that had gone platinum and gold with virtually no advertising and no radio airplay whatsoever. The response was simply that the first time he heard them he thought they were ok, the second time he thought what is this shit, and the third time he heard it, he decided that it was shit. The hatred had grown ever since.

Now with a small spotlight, ICP has decided to expose it for all it is worth, releasing dual albums to give people a true impression of what they are all about. Along with the release of Twiztid’s “Freak Show,” Psychopathic Records has a
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Deferring taxes with TIAA-CREF can be so rewarding, you’ll wonder why you didn’t do it sooner.

Alfa And Omega #4
By Tribulation
E-mail comments to Trib_alphas@hotmail.com

I hope all of you did not have to check out the last issue of the Asylum. It was an ugly joke. I laughed through most of it. I see why Mr. Martinez wanted no part of it. Maybe he was upset over Ms. Timgo’s comments. Seeing that Mr. Hidalgo had almost nothing to do with the paper either, it’s no surprise that the two flower girls were canceling each other. I know some of you read the poetry section and were completely and utterly dissatisfied with it.

I cannot believe that the editors at the Asylum had enough gall in them to put a porn star on the cover of the last Asylum. I was truly impressed! But then I read the article written by the Arts Editor, Jeffrey Belsky. Now, as we all know, the arts section seems to be run single-handedly by our resident flower girl, Dave Martinez. It’s not too hard to see why Dave, the cake boy, didn’t want to interview the porn princess, Shalya LaVausa. So, Jeffrey takes on the challenge. Now, Mr. Belsky, do you have a penis? Didn’t you get excited that you were talking to a porn star at the Asylum? Did you not tell her that you have seen all of her 150 movies and that you enjoy jacking-off to her? Why did you not tell her that you have a mouth on her clit? Why did you not tell her some flame? Tell her the whole world what you really thought of her. Don’t you? Haven’t you attracted enough? Please, don’t be upset at me. Mr. Belsky, although, if you are, then good. Just be honest and tell us the juicy stuff. Trust me, the Baruch community will understand your feelings.

Finally, for all the people who think they have balls to write for this paper, I do want to prove it. I would love to publicly ridicule you in writing for any nonsense that gets printed. If you didn’t get what’s coming to you, then send Dick-tator Dave or any other editor to do your work. Remember, this is not the news; it’s just the truth. Peace!

Yo man I e-mailed you earli­er and spoke the truth about that high class hooker being inter­viewed. Since I really want my opinions published I thought I should send you an edited ver­sion of how I feel. Whomever this female is she is not only rich, but to want to live a lifestyle like that and brag about it also makes you seem shallow, you are what your parents have mansions, or you have a lot of great things and seen a lot of places, half of the shit you got and seen is because of how you look, or what you do. I do not see how shorty is so happy. These rappers especially Noreaga don’t give a fuck about you. You get into a situation and are replaced like a dead battery in a walkman. She says she dis­regards a woman who claims woman hood through a man, a man I do not know what makes her think

She is so strong, but to me she is as weak as a newborn. Talking about woman like me, I listen I don’t do a fuck how you look and neither does anyone else (female) at Baruch. You let some tattoo wearing, no education, rap sheet having, nigga off the street, put a lot of game into your head. I mean man that type of a man is not man he is a mere street fig­ure to look up to for other street niggas. Every woman should want a strong, independent, succes­sful, intelligent man not some thug who can’t even form a com­plete sentence without saying “no to what I mean”. Your losing the life of an industry boy I bet you get all into the clubs, and shows, and backpasses passes, and premiers, you even get into the mainstream think that makes you hot shit huh, what. I think this is how you choose to live

as you wish but not to a real woman. A big cock and a rap sheet does not make a man, and lots of money and famous boyfriends does not make a woman. You say right now you want a retired thug, first off you don’t retire from that so you even saying that makes you look stupid to real niggas, and real bitches. My point of view is. As ANTOH­NY JOHNSON, evening student 360 PAS hell I don’t give a fuck. I mean I am not a thug, or a man with a million dollars but I have a good job meaning I’m happy and I laugh when I see bitches like you, and you laugh when you see niggas like me coming to school suited up carry­ing a attach bag over the woman. Your in a hip-hop world which is made of money, his’t be. what I think and cars is not all that peachy as it seems. I totally relate and her opinion of people I also agree, to an extent. You can’t help but to publicly ridicule you in writing for any nonsense that gets printed. If you didn’t get what’s coming to you, then send Dick-tator Dave or any other editor to do your work. Remember, this is not the news; it’s just the truth. Peace!

When I read the ninth tiger, I fell in love. The story is so surreal that I don’t know how to react except with “Wow!”. KENLUST uses such words that only the extremely creative can think of using. As I was reading, I felt like I was watch­ing “Sex and the City”. The College Years where Carrie draws Mr. Big while waiting for Miranda and Samantha leave the bar. HBO mentioned the book. Practically all rela­tionships I know are built on a foundation of lies and mutually accepted delusion and “The only place you can control a man is in bed. If we perpetually gave men blow jobs, we could run the world.” As KENLUST similarly relates, “I’m not competing all I want is a sex.” As sad and true as it is, I can agree. We all want to control a man in bed but loved by men [and women] and if someone wants something, if one person won’t give it to them, then someone else will surely will. I don’t worry, I promise to bless you children with my shit on the next issue. Now, on to the amazing cover story.

I cannot believe that the editors at the Asylum had enough gall in them to put a porn star on the cover of the last Asylum. I was truly impressed! But then I read the article written by the Arts Editor, Jeffrey Belsky. Now, as we all know, the arts section seems to be run single-handedly by our resident flower girl, Dave Martinez. It’s not too hard to see why Dave, the cake boy, didn’t want to interview the porn princess, Shalya LaVausa. So, Jeffrey takes on the challenge. Now, Mr. Belsky, do you have a penis? Didn’t you get excited that you were talking to a porn star at the Asylum? Did you not tell her that you have seen all of her 150 movies and that you enjoy jacking-off to her? Why did you not tell her that you have a mouth on her clit? Why did you not tell her some flame? Tell her the whole world what you really thought of her. Don’t you? Haven’t you attracted enough? Please, don’t be upset at me. Mr. Belsky, although, if you are, then good. Just be honest and tell us the juicy stuff. Trust me, the Baruch community will understand your feelings.

Finally, for all the people who think they have balls to write for this paper, I do want to prove it. I would love to publicly ridicule you in writing for any nonsense that gets printed. If you didn’t get what’s coming to you, then send Dick-tator Dave or any other editor to do your work. Remember, this is not the news; it’s just the truth. Peace!

Reader Response

Ninth Tiger needs to be caged!

Ninth Tiger... “As I was reading, I felt like I was watching ‘Sex and the City’.

When I read the ninth tiger, I fell in love. The story is so surreal that I don’t know how to react except with “Wow!”. KENLUST uses such words that only the extremely creative can think of using. As I was reading, I felt like I was watching “Sex and the City.” The College Years where Carrie draws Mr. Big while waiting for Miranda and Samantha leave the bar. HBO mentioned the book. Practically all relationships I know are built on a foundation of lies and mutually accepted delusion and “The only place you can control a man is in bed. If we perpetually gave men blow jobs, we could run the world.” As KENLUST similarly relates, “I’m not competing all I want is a sex.” As sad and true as it is, I can agree. We all want to control a man in bed but loved by men [and women] and if someone wants something, if one person won’t give it to them, then someone else will surely will.
Pay It Forward

Steven Lau
Contributing Writer

I search your back, you scratch other people's backs. Each of those three people will then find three other backs to scratch, and so on and so forth. This is the basic idea behind Pay It Forward, which stars the top-notch cast of Kevin Spacey, Helen Hunt, and Haley Joel Osmont. Steven Lau

Pay It Forward

Pay It Forward

Pay It Forward

Still, there is a sweet charm to the movie. Brendan Fraser, with a cheeseball-like quality to his acting, pulls off a remarkable performance as the villain, a Chicago police officer handles these serial killings - the Watcher, a film that he would sell his soul for her soul, has made that much of an impact. She didn't have the urge to see a movie, do not see it. If one wishes to make a good movie, one has to be persistent in his efforts to make his mother and teacher a couple. Even when he thought his undertaking has turned sour, he pay it forward Pay It Forward story was taking affect all across the city and started to reach bordering states. As the conclusion of the movie, Trevor is finally successful in completing his project, paying it forward to those he initially intended to help.

Pay It Forward explores the possibility that the kindness of strangers can make a difference in the world. It may seem realistic enough, but let's face it - when was the last time you were helped by a stranger? Next to me, the watch is slowly being wiped out by its own wisdom. Nonetheless, the movie was effective enough in showing that such a distinct possibility can exist. A bit long (about 2 hours) and definitely a chick-flick.

by Michael Ferrara
Contributing Writer

If one wishes to make a good movie, one generally does not cast Keanu Reeves. The star of such box-office hits as Speed, The Matrix, and Point Break is an actor who has a reputation less impressive than the ingredients on one's kitchen counter. But just; none of the aforementioned were "hit," or even any good. Reeves adds another "hit" to his repertoire, in the form of The Watcher, yet another failed comic book-to-movie adaptation. In Marvel Comics, The Watcher is an alien who watches events unfold in the universe and records them. The Watcher played by the bumbling Reeves is anything but. At least the same remained the same.

Reeves plays the villain, a serial killer who wants to kill a particular woman, get to know her and then kill her. While the original recipe for killing woman is never revealed, I imagine it has to do with women laughing at him. Anyway Reeves told him he is an "actor." One particular police-colonel handles him until killing him or the Los Angeles police department and moves to Chicago. Reeves has taken a particular fancy to this police officer, started to follow the officer to Chicago and go on a killing spree there. Two things are very bothersome about this premise.

The first is Reeves' taking a fancy to Joel. Perhaps Joel was only the first person to ever compliment Reeves' acting ability, turning Reeves into a leaf out of the book. Regardless of the reason, it is quite understandable that Joel has nightmares involving Reeves every time he sleep. If I had Reeves running through my every move would be mortified. The second bothersome thing is that the LAPD and the Chicago police department, along with the FBI, cannot catch Reeves. This man is not a brain surgeon; it is likely that he cannot go out of a pair of socks by himself. How then, is Reeves able to completely evade the authorities? Reeves has to be extra careful that he is not the "one." One particular police-colonel handles him until killing him until he leaves the Los Angeles police department and moves to Chicago. Reeves started to follow the officer to Chicago and go on a killing spree there. Two things are very bothersome about this premise.
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The Danger of AOL by Michael Ferrarella

The question of America Online's viability has been raised in the past years with their extensive service blackouts and security. With their pending merger with Time-Warner, the question arises if AOL can survive.

Time-Warner owns cable television lines which in the future can also offer high-speed Internet access. In the proposed merger with Time-Warner, AOL would acquire Time-Warner and the ability to provide other Internet services from offering high-speed services. AOL promised that competitors would be allowed to use their lines, but on October 6 the Washington Post reported that nearly forty Internet service lines in Texas were told that they must be allowed to use the phone lines of a competitor or they would lose their licenses. Time-Warner denies that they are in violation of their contract with customers who use competing line services. One analyst commented that they would have to pay additional $2 billion to fix this, "meaning small services couldn't afford to use the lines," and Time-Warner dominated was paying over what appeared on the services' start page.

Earthlink complained that they had been hit with "several unavoidable and discriminatory," Earthlink's Director of Corporate Communications, with that AOL's demands were too far off. "To addi- tion, said an analyst, "AOL, Time-Warner wants to set the price of our service. We can't think of another reason where a competitor sets the price of another service.

AOL, already a giant of power, recently reported that they lost their Internet service unless they agreed to switch to AOL, and a Time-Warner spokesperson hinted that AOL is a biggeroffer high-speed DSL connections as well. Consider AOL subscribers who are used to getting up on customers, AOL's policies aren't any better. One user wrote on the service's message board that when trying to cancel an account "AOL would refuse to cancel the account unless I agreed to subscribe to a service I have never used. When I then called, the response was 'we can't help you, the representative refused to cancel my account and I was forced to hang up with my account active-

An even bigger fight than for the cable lines is for the cable box on top of the television, which AOL has yet to own. Earthlink's late-Ferrarella remembers that when the FCC called AOL about top boxes, "AOL's answer was that top-boxes weren't considered there MemberCategories of Understanding." It's a crucial element for ser- vices like e-mail, and AOL already owns the domain InstantAccess.com.

But what about AOL, especially given their extensive experience in that market? Just remember that this is the same AOL that wants to create your living room and lock you in forever. It correlates with the question, "Are you going to let us take control of your house?"

If AOL acquires Time-Warner, they'll have more control than the start-up pages of other ISPs. Currently, AOL actively discourages big business partners from pushing yet another of its competitors. It's a fact that AOL aims to compete in Europe on its own terms, which is in many ways more appealing. With Time-Warner, AOL would have a chance to become a major force in the cable box market, which is a key piece in the puzzle of its global expansion.

Big Brother Is Watching

Tired of Busy Signals?

AOL service messages from their site. If more than one out of every four visitors chose something other than AOL's content, AOL had demanded the fate to cancel the entire con-

trast, a service that is allowed to send up to seven subscribers, according to the AOL Watch Newsletter, is definitely a reason for all of us to feel a degree of concern.

The question of America Online's viability has been raised in the past years with their extensive service blackouts and security breaches. With their pending merger with Time-Warner, the question arises if AOL can survive.

Time-Warner owns cable television lines which in the future can also offer high-speed Internet access. In the proposed merger with Time-Warner, AOL would acquire Time-Warner and the ability to provide other Internet services from offering high-speed services. AOL promised that competitors would be allowed to use their lines, but on October 6 the Washington Post reported that nearly forty Internet service lines in Texas were told that they must be allowed to use the phone lines of a competitor or they would lose their licenses. Time-Warner denies that they are in violation of their contract with customers who use competing line services. One analyst commented that they would have to pay additional $2 billion to fix this, "meaning small services couldn't afford to use the lines," and Time-Warner dominated was paying over what appeared on the services' start page.

Earthlink complained that they had been hit with "several unavoidable and discriminatory," Earthlink's Director of Corporate Communications, with that AOL's demands were too far off. "To addi- tion, said an analyst, "AOL, Time-Warner wants to set the price of our service. We can't think of another reason where a competitor sets the price of another service.

AOL, already a giant of power, recently reported that they lost their Internet service unless they agreed to switch to AOL, and a Time-Warner spokesperson hinted that AOL is a bigger offer high-speed DSL connections as well. Consider AOL subscribers who are used to getting up on customers, AOL's policies aren't any better. One user wrote on the service's message board that when trying to cancel an account "AOL would refuse to cancel the account unless I agreed to subscribe to a service I have never used. When I then called, the response was 'we can't help you, the representative refused to cancel my account and I was forced to hang up with my account active-

An even bigger fight than for the cable lines is for the cable box on top of the television, which AOL has yet to own. Earthlink's late-Ferrarella remembers that when the FCC called AOL about top boxes, "AOL's answer was that top-boxes weren't considered there MemberCategories of Understanding." It's a crucial element for ser- vices like e-mail, and AOL already owns the domain InstantAccess.com.

But what about AOL, especially given their extensive experience in that market? Just remember that this is the same AOL that wants to create your living room and lock you in forever. It correlates with the question, "Are you going to let us take control of your house?"

If AOL acquires Time-Warner, they'll have more control than the start-up pages of other ISPs. Currently, AOL actively discourages big business partners from pushing yet another of its competitors. It's a fact that AOL aims to compete in Europe on its own terms, which is in many ways more appealing. With Time-Warner, AOL would have a chance to become a major force in the cable box market, which is a key piece in the puzzle of its global expansion.

Big Brother Is Watching

Tired of Busy Signals?
A Visitor From the Past

I told a dream the other night, I didn’t understand. A figure walking through the mist, with finger in his hand. He clothes were torn and dirty, as he stood there by my bed. He took off his three-cornered hat, and speaking low, he said:

"We fought a revolution to secure our liberty. We wrote the Constitution, as a shield from tyranny. For generations, this legacy we gave. In this, the land of the free and home of the brave."

"The freedom we secured for you, we hoped you’d always keep. But tyrants labored in secret, and plotted your demise. Your freedom gone, your courage lost, you’re no more than a slave."

As I awoke, he vanished, in the mist from whence he came.

"Can you regain the freedom for which we fought and died?"

Defend the Constitution, the Supreme Law of the Land!

"You’ve given government control to those who do you harm, so your life can be harsh."

"Your money is no longer made of Silver or of Gold."

"Or don’t you have the courage, or the faith to stand with your fellow countrymen, while corrupted courts prevail."
Day 2

Concert Reviews

The Anger Management Tour; Day 1 and Day 2 Relived

By Robert Hidalgo

Hip-hop god Eminem split the mic on the mic with the occasional performance from his 2Pac. Eminem opened the doors of the Hammerstein Ballroom in New York City.

Papa Roach put on a show in front of a crowd that was only vaguely interested in rock music. To their credit, they put on a decent show set. They sang along with them, and they played their hits from their new album, "Marry Me." The opening act was Kottonmouth Kings, who were quite enjoyable. They had the energy of the local show and yet still managed to get the crowd ready for Slipknot.

Mudvayne, the second act, played a decent hour and a half set. They were quite good, and they played their typical rock and roll sound. Their performance was quite good, and they had a lot of energy. The opening act was Kottonmouth Kings, who were quite enjoyable. They had the energy of the local show and yet still managed to get the crowd ready for Slipknot.

The CD is pretty good as well. He is a little bit of a one-hit wonder. The next song on the album, "The Day That Slipknot Created," is a fun song that gets you up and dancing. It's a good song to listen to when you're feeling down.

Unfortunately, the album did not live up to the hype. The first single, "The Day That Slipknot Created," was not as good as people were hoping. The album as a whole was not as good as it could have been. The production was not as good as it could have been. The album was not as good as it could have been.

The album was not as good as it could have been. The production was not as good as it could have been. The album was not as good as it could have been. The production was not as good as it could have been. The album was not as good as it could have been. The production was not as good as it could have been.
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BRUCE WILLIS - SAMUEL L. JACKSON
FROM M. NIGHT SHYAMALAN, WRITER-DIRECTOR OF "THE NINTH SENSE"

UNBREAKABLE

by David Martinez Art Editor

Brooklyn-based Type O Negative has done what many thought impossible, they have built a career and massively successful career in the music industry and around the world with a sound so dangerously unique, no one would have even thought it would work. Shredding guitars, an almost unbearable level of pain, a nearly endless pool of depression-nation, Type O Negative have managed to make their mark on the influential metal world. After an album after album, the band has gone on to bring exciting and captivating true rock music that has grown from the mid-90s to the present-day. The band is known for their dark, gothic sound and has gained a following that has grown with the band's success.

David Martinez

by Jeffrey Bolkes Art Editor

The Insane Clown Posse (ICP) released two different albums on Halloween to the delight of thousands and thousands of juggalo nationals. What is a juggalo? you ask? I’m in the same was given by ICP to specify those people who loved them. I’m not sure, so I am a juggalo and live over the underground music scene. The two albums that were released, Rickster, is supposed to be as good as the other, I believe that they are both equally good. So, I decided to highlight both albums.

Jeffrey Bolkes

by Rob Ridgley Art Editor

Wrangler Park

Rock Band

Hybrid Theory

by Rob Hidglow Art Editor

For those fans of K-Rock, you have probably heard of Linkin Park's much-anticipated "One Step Closer." The fact that the band that formed upon the breakup of Stone Temple Pilots, and with the addition of Chester Bennington is absolutely phenomenal. His strong, powerful vocals are matching with Mike Shinoda's rap and Mike's ability to put his strong vocals into the band's sound. The night of the release of the album, which was the first single, "One Step Closer," was so much anticipated that it sold more than 700,000 copies in its first week, making it the highest-selling debut album of the year.

Rob Hidglow

by Jeffrey Bolkes Art Editor

Roadrunner

The Last Wave

by Jeffrey Bolkes Art Editor

The new album, "Roadrunner" is the latest release from the band. The album is a departure from the band's previous releases, which were more focused on metal and industrial music. Instead, "Roadrunner" is a more experimental album, with elements of electronic music and industrial beats.

Jeffrey Bolkes

by Rob Ridgley Art Editor

Wind-Up

"Take A Bite"

by Rob Ridgley Art Editor

"Take A Bite" is a complete fleshing of the band's signature sound, withy the band's distinctive rhythm section and the soaring, melodic vocals of Chester Bennington. The album features a mix of hard rock and metal, with some of the band's most well-known songs, such as "One Step Closer," "What I've Done," and "Crawling.

Rob Ridgley

by Jeffrey Bolkes Art Editor

The Lizzy Borden Experience (LBE) released "Experience Hendrix," a box set of recordings made by the late rock icon, Jimi Hendrix. The box set includes never-before-heard performances, including Hendrix's cover of "The Star-Spangled Banner" and a previously unreleased version of "All Along the Watchtower." The box set also includes a biographical essay by Jeffried Belsky, as well as footage from Hendrix's late 1960s and early-1970s concerts.

Jeffrey Bolkes

by Rob Ridgley Art Editor

"Experience Hendrix" is a box set that includes recordings and footage from Jimi Hendrix's late 1960s and early-1970s concerts. The box set includes a biographical essay by Jeffrey Belsky, as well as footage from Hendrix's late 1960s and early-1970s concerts. The box set is a testament to Hendrix's influence on the rock world, and it is a must-listen for any fan of the legend.
NOT A SOUND.
NOT A WARNING.
NOT A CHANCE.
NOT ALONE.

RED PLANET

STARTS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10
AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE
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